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ABSTRACT: 

“Tadayurvedyityayurvedah” – Ayurveda being the upveda of Atharvaveda is not merely a science of                               

therapeutics. It, in fact, is a manner of living, mode of maintaining health and act of achieving liberation.                          

Atharvaveda like the other Vedas which are essentially an embodiment of sacred words having spiritual potency 

known as” Hymns” or “Mantras”. Mantras are categorised under “Daiva-Vyapashraya (Daiva-Karma done in 

Purvajanma) chikitsa” in Ayurveda. Daiva-Vyapashraya is the spiritual therapy related to blessings and                         

influence of God and consists of Mantra, Aushadhi, Mani dharan, Mangal, Bali, Upahar, Homa, Niyam, 

Prayashchitt, Upvasa, Svastaayana, Pranipata, Yatra gamana. 

Amongst all these Mantras are foremost:-  

To maintain health, To treat diseases, In the vindication of Satvavajaya chikitsa. 

It might have been described under Daiva-Vyapashraya chikitsa but if practised with proper niyama and                        

sadachar it has the potency to sustain and circumvent each and every aspect of life what to say of Ayurveda. For 

the complete benefit of Mantras Chandas(chanting style) play key role. Mantras have a healing effect on body, 

mind and spirit via bringing chemical changes in the brain thereby relaxing the brainwave, detoxifying the mind 

and cleansing the cellular toxin by acting upon synaptic channels. 

The rationale of this endeavour is to search and comprehend the basic principles at the rear of Mantra therapy. 

Though not practised routinely, it is a potential area of Ayurveda which needs our attention and detailed insight 

in order to explore its fundamental principles and the alterations it is capable of bringing into our lives. 

KEY WORDS: Veda, Mantra, Daivavyapashraya Chikitsa, Globalisation. 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

 

Atharva veda had numerous hymns addressed to                    

Indra, Varuna, Agni and other Gods for relief from a 

variety of ailments such as fever, leprosy, jaundice, 

urinary obstruction and diarrhoea. The hymns                       

invariably accompanied with various rituals are                        

mentioned in Kaushika sutra of Atharva veda. 

 According to Ayurveda, the treatment principle can be 

classified as follows:  

1. Daivavyapasraya Chikitsa (Spiritual therapy)  

2. Yuktivyapasraya Chikitsa (Rational therapy)  

3. Sattwavajaya Chikitsa (Psychotherapy ) 

Amongst this Daiva-vyapashraya chikitsa is the                    

spiritual way of healing. Many times we see that the 

onset of some diseases remains unexplained and even 

the severity of such diseases remains undefined and 

even the line of treatment remains uncertain.                             

According to Acharya Vagbhatt the rogas are classified 

into three categories : 
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1. Doshaj Rogas 

2. Karmaj Rogas 

3. Doshkarmaj Rogas. 

Doshaj disorders are treatable via yuktivyapashraya 

chikitsa while the karmaj  disorders get treated solely 

by employing the Daiva-vyapashraya chikitsa 

whereas in case of doshkarmaj disorders                        

yuktivyapashraya chikitsa remains ineffective till 

Daiva-vyapashraya chikitsa is sought which in turn 

leads to the neutralization of the underlying Daiva

(purvajanma karma)  after that yukti has to be                       

applied. In  Modern system of Medicines, the diseases 

whose onset, cause and severity remain unexplained 

are coined the term “Idiopathic”. Hence                                 

Daiva-Vyapasraya (magico religious practices) is the 

spiritual way and solution of healing in Ayurveda. It 

consists of the use of Dana (taking recourse to gift), 

Swastyayana (propitiator rites), mangala (auspicious 

observances), homa (oblations), niyama (observance 

of spiritual rules), prayashchitta (atonement), 

Upavasa (fasting), mantra (Incantations) etc. Among 

all these Mantra is explained in Ayurveda as the                  

foremost role in various places. As explained earlier 

mantra is foremost in - 

 Maintaining health (by removing the cellular        

toxins thereby detoxifying the body) 

 Eradicating diseases (by activating the already 

present innate and otherwise dormant healing 

mechanism of the body thereby breaking the      

underlying disease pathology and healing the 

body) 

 In the vindication of satvavajaya chikitsa (by                 

acting upon the synaptic channels and clearing 

the toxin generated during the impulse                         

transmission which in turn leads to the exhaus-

tion and pollution of the synaptic channels, thus 

clearing the channels and keeping them vacant 

for further impulse generation and transmission). 

 In the jurisdiction of sadavritta i.e. virtuous and 

righteous conduct; since Mantra chikitsa comes 

with a lot of niyam and sadachar (do’s and 

dont’s). Mantra provides mental empowerment 

in harmony with the rhythm of the cosmos to 

facilitate the cosmic healing force. The method 

imbibes a sense of confidence in an individual, 

making him/her optimistic and positive. It is                   

basically achieved through methods of                              

propitiation of supernatural elements with which 

one can maintain an emotional and optimistic 

balance of mind, body and soul. 

Mantra Etymological Derivation (Vyutpatti) 

“ Mananaat traayate yasmat atasmata mantrah 

prakirtitah ” 

“ Man Tan anubandhit iti Mantrah ” 

The repeated incantation of which one can overcome 

or protect himself (from bondage or troubles) is 

called as Mantra. 

Mantra syntactical derivation (Nirukti) 

The Sanskrit word mantra combines the root man (to 

think) with the suffix tra (instrument or tool).                         

Therefore, mantra means literally tool for thinking. A 

Mantra is a set of words recommended in the holy 

Vedas. Most of the mantras follow the written pattern 

of two line slokas although they are often found in 

single line or even single word form. According to 

Bhagvat geeta the world begins from Aum which is 

the universal and the most basic mantra which is 

known as the pranava mantra, the source of all                       

mantras. Continuous pronunciation of Aum (Pranava) 

is capable of removing all diseases and also to                     

maintain the health. One should repeat Pranava with 

three Pluta-Matras (or prolonged intonation) for the                         

destruction of former sins and evils. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

 A review study to evaluate and explain the                   

concept of Mantra chikitsa 

 To get a scientific approach and analysis of                 

Mantra chikitsa 

 Various fields and expansions of Ayurveda where 

Mantra chikitsa can be employed 

 Global awareness and widespread educational                   

persona of scholars in this regard. 

Vedic Mantra Treatment Therapy 

Vedas are an embodiment of Mantras. Vedas have a 

lot of Mantras addressed to various demigods. Two 

things most significant about Vedanta are;  

i) Yagya,  ii) Mantras 

Vedic Mantra Treatment is based on chanting. In a 

match paired control study using chanting Vedic 

hymns showed enhancement in persistent                            

concentration in teenaged school learners of                               

residential setup of analogous ambience. Chanting 

style of Mantra is called as Chanda.  It  deals  with  the  
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rhythmic syllable arrangements in poetic meters. The 

main topic of Chandas consists of two types: Vrutta 

(based on number of letters) and Jati (based on matra 

or phonetics). Single Jati may have multiple Vrutta. 

There are various types of Chanda based on number 

of sections and number of letters it contains.                       

Commonly & frequently used  Chandas are Gayatri, 

Anushtup, Trishtubh and Jagati etc. Gayatri chanda 

has 3 padas. These mantras are energy based sounds 

hence Vedic mantra treatment is a great solution to 

treat physical and mental illnesses. This treatment is 

done in a very natural way without using medicines 

or therapies but it is most important to pronounce 

them in a systematic way. Since Ayurveda works on 

Purushartha Chatushtaya sidhanta i.e. Dharma(Code 

of Conduct), Artha (Monetary benefits), Kama(sexual 

pleasure in terms of getting dharmasheel progeny) 

and moksha( the ultimate liberation). Vedic                         

treatment therapy involves the achievement of                  

purushartha chatushtaya by indulging into the                    

righteous chanting of Mantras. From the Vedic period, 

man has been constantly associated with Mantras - 

right from the moment man is born till he breathes 

his last. Most of the Sanskrit mantras in Ayurveda 

come from ancient books of knowledge that is Vedas. 

For example, Deerghayu Mantra sangraha is                        

mentioned in Atharva veda. 

Mantra Chikitsa Illustrations and References in 

Classical Ayurvedic Texts 

1. In the jaatkarma sanskar of the newborn 

2. Use of Chyawan mantra in the expulsion of                   

Mudhagarbha (obstructed labour) 

3. Use of Maayuri and Mahamayuri vidya by acharya 

Vagabhatt 

4. Use of Tripada gayatri in Arishtas by Acharya 

Sushruta 

5. Vishnusahastra naam in the treatment of 

Vishama Jwara by Acharya Charaka 

6. Hanumat pooja in Jwara by Acharaya Sharandhar 

7. In 24 Visha chikitsa upkramas Mantra is one                   

important upkrama 

8. Before collecting Sambhara Dravyas ( Important 

raw materials in Panchakarma) 

9. During Normal labour for the well being of 

mother and child. 

10. In Purvakarma of Vrana chikitsa upkrama(before 

performing the surgical procedures) 

11. In Pashchat karma of Vrana chikitsa (after                     

performing the surgical procedures for the                    

protection of the patient) 

12. The illustration of Matangi vidya by Acharya                  

Kashyap 

13. In the treatment of Baalgrahas and Jaatharinis  

14. Some mantras are also illustrated in context to 

the related Aushadhis in their appreciation as 

well as to enhance their effects. 

15. In Unmada (Insanity) and Apasmara (Epilepsy) 

16. In the treatment of snake bites, antidotes are          

prepared while chanting specific mantras to                  

increase the efficacy of the medicine 

17. “Aapo hi stha” mentioned in Sadvritta (Code of 

conduct)of Ayurveda is originally from Rig-Veda 

18. The use of Mantra recitation before Tuvaraka 

Taila prayog in Madhumeha chikitsa 

19. The use of Mantra chikitsa in the treatment of 

Nabhi chyuti. 

In this way the role of mantra is better described and 

well defined in many places. Other than this, it is                 

described in Vamana (Emesis) and Virecana 

(Purgation) procedures etc. 

Role of Mantra Chikitsa in Toxicology 

In Vedas and puranas, various hymns are mentioned 

to overcome the poisonous conditions. During that 

period the use of Mantras or hymns were more                    

popular than the use of medicines or procedures. 

Lateron, during the samhita period the use of mantras 

became limited. Along with the development of                     

ayurvedic literature in the form of samhitas,                     

dravyabhut chikitsa became more popular than                   

adravyabhut chikitsa. Still the use of mantras remains 

prevalent in ayurvedic toxicology.  

According to Acharya Vagbatt “poison is full of                   

tejas…… it does not get warded off by the                             

administration of drugs as quickly as by the use of 

Mantras, full of satya, brahmcharya and tapas of 

the priest.”  

Under the 24 modalities for the treatment of poison 

acharya, Charak mentioned mantras in the first place. 

Mantra chikitsa should be practised by individual 

who abstaining from women, meat & wine. Person 

should take little food, maintain hygiene of body & 

should sleep on a mattress made with kusha grass. He 

should please god by offerings sacrifices for mantra 

siddhi. It is also said that if mantras are not practised 

properly  or  narrated  in  an  improper  manner  they 
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may not be effective.[20] Thus one should use mantra 

very consciously.  

Use of mantras can be seen in ayurvedic toxicology in 

various places like  

 While applying the tourniquet, especially in 

snake bites  

 During preparation of various agad yoga such as 

Mahagandhhasti agad one should chant mantras. 

 In alark visha chikitsa.  

 In Shanka vish chikitsa 

 In some parts of India still the use of Mantra is 

prevalent in Vrishchika visha chikitsa. 

Role of Mantra Chikitsa in Satvaavjaya Chikitsa 

To understand probable mode of action of benefits of 

Mantra chanting on human mind, one must know the 

process of Shabda Utpatti (physiology of speech)                    

according to Paniniya Shiksha –the text which paved 

the grammar of Sanskrit language and explained                     

extensively the scientific basis for production of 

speech. It is explained as- Examination of Vishaya

(objectives) by Atma (spirit)& Buddhi(intellect). 

Atma(spirit) along with Buddhi (intellect) makes            

Manas to indulge in Vishaya (objectives). Mana 

(mind) kindles Kayagni (entity which brings about all 

types of digestions). It gives stimulus to Vayu (one of 

the Tridosha). Vayu moves in the Uras (thorax                      

region). In Uras (thorax) Vayu generates Mandra 

(yielding) Swara (resonance). Swara (resonance)                       

produced by Vata Dosha in Uras, moves to Moordha 

(head region)  Getting the way to Moordha (head      

region) words are expressed as speech. Since 

Moordha is the seat of reception of supersonic                        

vibrations and vata dosha and mantra mainly acts 

upon Vata dosha and Kaya agni  both of which are 

responsible for inculcating, enhancing and                                

establishing the mental faculties. According to                        

modern science also, the hormones and                                  

neurotransmitters throughout the human organism 

communicate with each other through distinctive 

vibration sympathies. When a person is physically 

and mentally healthy, it means there is a harmony 

within cells which resonate well with each other. So 

ultimately the resonance is responsible for                                    

communication of cells. When this harmony among 

cells falls out then the disease is manifested. 

The phonetics of Sanskrit strike the palate at multiple 

reflex points stimulating energy in numerous                                   

meridians that awaken the inactive parts of the brain 

(most of which are as yet unused in average man) and 

enhance the circulation and flow of energy                           

throughout the body. Ayurveda theory behind the 

production of shabda (sound) also supports it. As per 

Ayurveda every word or shabda possesses some                      

inherent energy (Shakti). Hence it is very clear that 

due to the involvement of Aatma (Soul), Buddhi 

(Intellect), manas (Mind) and kayagni (Digestive fire), 

chanting of Mantra produces some particular energy 

in the body of that person who is chanting it. Since 

body and mind are interlinked, the pulsation of sound 

attunes the body, mind and breath.  Mantra prayog 

along with proper Meditative techniques should be 

implemented not only to relieve the Psychosomatic 

disorders but also the stress-induced systemic                        

disorders. Since we live in a strenuous environment 

where we have to fight our lives off to survive the 

competition . Don’t you think the Implementation of 

Mantra Chikitsa may save our day? The use of mantra 

in culminating Depression is well evident by zero per 

cent suicidal rate in spiritually active persons.  

Other  Facts  of Interest 

Mantra is nonetheless the most assertive means of 

attaining liberation. That means Mantra is                                

Purushartha Chatushtaya pradata which means it is 

fundamentally Ayurveda prayojan sadhak. 

In our mythological stories, Mantra has been                           

implemented in the expansion of human race by 

bringing life even for unlively which seems                                

potentially impossible in today’s era, in warfare as 

well. That means our ancestors knew the mysteries of 

atomic energy as well and used the Mantras to encase 

and encompass them. 

Probable Modes of Action 

Creation consists of vibrations at various frequencies 

and amplitudes giving rise to the phenomenon of the 

world . Mantras are energy-based sounds or shabda. 

Mantras are tools of power and tools for power.[17] 

When Mantra is repeatedly utter it tunes to a                        

particular frequency and this frequency establishes a 

contact with the cosmic energy and drags it into                   

human body and surroundings. Mantras are used in 

healing practices but are much more than ritualistic 

as they are infused with powerful energy and                    

meanings. The reality behind the use of mantras is 

that words carry power through energy. Chanting of 

mantras creates thought-energy waves. Thus it                   

balances the energies and also increases the level of a 

certain type of energy, which promotes certain                       

actions and events.  
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It is a universally known fact that light travels in 

Wavelengths and Sound travels in Vibrations and           

frequencies. By sensitizing the tympanic membrane 

we become capable of listening to the sound waves. 

Thus mantras are also the ultimately high vibrational 

sounds that attune our entire consciousness.                            

According to Universal law of energy, the only thing 

that can be created and destroyed in this universe is 

energy. Shastras imply that Aatma is ajanma and 

nitya means it never takes birth and never dies.                 

According to one of our most fundamental scriptures  

Bhagvata Geeta Aatma changes bodies just like a                   

person changes clothes. The point of quoting these 

two different era statements is to bring to your notice, 

the fact that Aatma can be considered as a fixed                   

energy state with a very high frequency rate. Our 

scriptures refer to “ Shabda” as “ Brahma”. “Shabda” 

can be considered as the synonym of Mantra. So                   

Mantra can be considered as the vibration that tunes 

the frequency of soul thereby elevating it and                          

generating the physical , physiological , biological, the 

biophysical and last but not the least biochemical          

response not just at the cellular level but at electronic 

and protonic level. Shastra says Aatma is enclosed in 

a covering called Sukshma Sharir and the material 

body is Sthula sharira. Our visceral organs and body 

parts have variable degrees to permit, adsorb and 

reflect the suprasonic vibrations. Thus, the vibrations 

of soul get intermittently adsorbed and absorbed by 

our Sthula sharir unless until the body channels do 

not get opened. Mantra is one of the most powerful 

vibrational energy which is capable of opening and 

balancing these body channels which include 

Shatchakra and is capable of awakening the dormant 

Serpent energy is known as Kundalini. Kundalini is 

the spiritual energy of the body which is capable of 

healing any ailment persisting and presenting in 

body, mind and consciousness. At this juncture, it is 

very necessary to understand the difference between 

ordinary sound and Mantra sound. Any sound will do 

well in enhancing healing, so what is so special about 

Mantras? What difference does it make between                          

reciting a mantra and talking when both are a group 

of letters Shabda? Answer is hidden in the six                         

Chakras. When a mantra is chanted, sound energy is 

generated and the vibrations of that energy are                      

diffused and distributed into the physical nervous 

system by the naadis through six major chakras 

(wheels in Sanskrit and plexus in physiology) situated 

along the length of the spinal column and a seventh at 

the crown of the head. Each and every chakra is                     

connected via numerous nadis and possess a different 

colour(showing its frequency and wavelength                      

synchronising with the “VIBGYOR”); different dalas 

(the size again synchronising with the wavelength 

and frequency reception and transmission); deva 

(aligning with the mahabhuta and speciality it                      

predicates);Bijakshara(in connection and correlation 

to the specific vibrational energy it is capable of                     

producing and dissipating); Mantra(in attunement of 

the particular wavelength and frequency). These are 

six chakras and their corresponding plexuses in                    

ascending order from the base of the spine. The                   

plexuses are related to transmitting and receiving 

nerve impulses and blood circulation. When the                  

energy produced due to the chanting of mantra 

passes from the naadis to these plexuses of the                    

physical nervous system, it turns in to neural energy 

and is passed on to the nerves which in turn obey the 

brain and then get circulated throughout the body 

through blood.  

Practical Utility and Research Databases 

Practice of Mantra increases concentration, memory, 

logical thinking. It has soothing effect on nervous              

system, relaxes muscle and effectively reduces stress. 

Chanting of Mantra is not beneficial to the person 

who chants the Mantra but it is also beneficial to the 

person who is listening. Listening to the Mantras                

directly lowers blood pressure, normalizes heart beat, 

brain wave pattern, adrenalin level, even cholesterol 

level. It reduces restlessness of the mind, brings                  

restraint in life, and works wonders in developing the 

concentration and memory. According to research, 

the combined effect of sound vibrations on physical 

plane can be observed, especially on brain or on EEG. 

One can see the brain wave emission patterns                      

affected with Omkar chanting, Gayatri mantra                  

chanting. An alpha activity in brain can be seen                  

during mantra chanting. This effect is defined as 

neuro linguistic effect. Also it enhances the nervous 

response in such a manner that the resilience and 

resistance of the person enhance and he is able to 

withstand strenuous environment more effectively 

and potentially. 

Researches 

A clinical trial was conducted by NMP Medical                     

Research institute, Warwick Research Services and 

Swamigal Trust for Vedic Sciences India. The prime 

objective was to see the immediate effect of Mantra 

chikitsa in Cardiovascular Disorders. The trial                       

concluded on 15th May 2018. Here in 96 patients were 

taken of all standard age groups and both genders.  

All   the   patients   were  on    standard    hypertensive   
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International Research on Gayatri Mantra 

Dr. Howard Steingeril, an american scientist, collected 

Mantras, Hymns and invocations from all over the 

world and tested their strength in his Physiology 

Laboratory. Hindus' Gayathri Mantra produced 

110,000 sound waves per second. This was the                       

highest and was found to be the most powerful hymn 

in the world. Through the combination of sound or 

sound waves of a particular frequency, the Mantra is 

claimed capable of developing specific spiritual                     

potentialities. The Hamburg university initiated                 

research into the efficacy of the Gayathri Mantra both 

on the mental and physical plane of CREATION... The 

GAYATHRI MANTRA is broadcast daily for 15 minutes 

from 7 P.M. onwards over Radio Paramaribo,                         

Surinam, South America for the past two years, and in 

Amsterdam, Holland for the last six months. 

The Brahmvarchas Shodh Sansthan, research center 

for integration of science and spirituality in                        

Shantikunj, Haridwar, India is the only place which 

carries out extensive experiments on mantra shakti. 

The result of these experiments is used to testify that 

Mantropathy can be used scientifically for healing and 

environment cleansing. Lot of Research studies have 

been carried out by many and important results                  

derived by one of the famous professors Dr. T.                       

Temple Tutler, of the Cleveland University, USA on 

these effects are remarkable.  

DISCUSSION  

Before discussing the globalization of Mantra chikitsa, 

lets just focus upon the cautions to be taken into 

while practicing the same. Important cautions need to 

be taken :- 

 The selection of Mantra should be based on the 

nature of individual, his mind, physique and   

spiritual stage of development. For example 

Gayatri Mantra relates to sympathetic N.S. so, if a 

person is aggressive in nature and starts chanting 

Gayatri mantra sympathetic activities will be            

triggered, Maha-mrityunjay mantra triggers para 

sympathetic N. S. likewise. 

 There are some codes of conduct devised for the 

Mantra recitor. Only under these strict                         

disciplinary conditions the said Mantra shall be 

effective. 

 Sincerity and purpose of the chanting person 

 Mantras have effect on the entire Panchbhautik 

constitution of the body and are imbibed with the 

Panchbhautik energies of the universe including 

celestial bodies  Hence the energies coming from 

the Planets in this solar system always fall &                   

absorbed by human body. Life force is indeed 

combined with these energies. When there is a 

deficit of any of these energies, the related                     

problems will arise. For example, when there is a 

deficit of energy coming from Sun, health                       

problems like headache, bad eye sight, weakness 

of heart etc will occur. It can be overcome by                    

increasing the Sun’s energy by recitation of Sun’s 

Mantra. 

 When a Mantra is repeatedly utterred                        

atunement to a particular frequency is                          

established and this frequency establishes a                     

contact with the cosmic energy and drags it into 

body and surroundings. 

Effect of Mantra is described as prabhava janya 

(Inexplicable action) in the classical texts of                     

Ayurveda. Though the reason behind it is prabhava, 

one of the purpose of this attempt is for                                

understanding the cause effect theory behind it. The 

cause effect theory behind effects of mantra chanting 

as per Ayurveda concerns, the heart which is the base 

for mind i.e. manas, its vitiation is responsible for the 

formation of manas vikara (Psychiatric diseases) and 

use of mantra is advised for treatment to purify the 

heart. As heart gets purified the patients become                  

normal. Hence in the Psychiatric disorder patient 

ought to have faith on the Vaidya (Physician). Mantra 

affects not only on manas (Psyche) and Aatma (soul) 

but five sense organs are similarly involved in this 

process because these are the instruments through 

which waves of mantra reaching up to the sole and 

mind. 

Role in Globalisation 

While researching on this article I came across such 

interesting facts that have led me to believe and arise 

a very simple question: Do we really need to Globalise 

Mantra chikitsa or Ayurveda? In my view                                  

INDIANISATION OF MANTRA CHIKITSA AND                   

AYURVEDA is the need of the hour. World is on the 

verge of awakening and we are on the verge of going 

into a deep slumber of darkness. 

As told earlier international research on Gayatri          

Mantra is being conducted. One thing that is lacking 

in my view is the systemic research on Mantra 

chikitsa on a global level. On then we might be able to 

attempt in the revival of this forgotten saga. 
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Now the role in the globalization of Ayurveda;                      

Ayurveda is such a vast pathy that we are                            

significantly unaware of its constitution and                             

dimension. If seriously taken into consideration as a 

fundamental treatment form, Mantra chikitsa will 

open a whole new horizon that will take our pathy to 

immense heights and will open a brand new pathway 

of research and knowledge. Some things need to be 

taken into consideration : 

1. Systemic research on Mantra chikitsa is the need 

of the hour 

2. It should be associated with Vedic Astrological 

principles only then we will be able to enhance its 

effect and understand properly its innate                       

biophysics 

3. Dos and dont’s should be considered very strictly 

4. Consideration of the very basic fact that its scope 

is not merely spiritual and psychological 

5. More stress and research on the use of Mantras in 

treating Psychosomatic disorders 

CONCLUSION : 

Tongue is not steel but it cuts, thus goes old saying. 

But along with capacity to cut, the tongue also have 

tremendous capacity to stitch and unite. Words have 

marvellous power. Words make a great difference in 

our lives. Using the human voice resonates to                     

stimulate healing. A modern reformed way of Mantra 

chikitsa is Lithotripsy in Renal Calculus. Mantras are 

Sanskrit words loaded with power and capable of 

penetrating the body into deep levels of                       

consciousness by their unique sounds and the                        

vibrations they create. The sacred utterances or 

chanting of Sanskrit Mantras provide with the power 

to attain goals and lift from the ordinary to the higher 

level of consciousness. They give the power to cure 

diseases; ward off evils; gain wealth; acquire                         

supernatural powers; worship a deity for glorious 

spiritual union and for attaining blissful state and 

attain liberation. It is crystal clear that Mantra                    

therapy which is mentioned in various places in                    

classical Ayurveda texts is one of very potent area of 

management of various mental as well as physical 

disorders. It is similarly applicable in health                           

preservation too. Mantra therapy is not a superstition 

however it is incredibly scientific and based on                       

fundamental principles of Ayurveda. Hence mantra is 

a divine instrument with the uncommon potential of 

arousing hidden consciousness. on fundamental                    

principles of Ayurveda. Hence mantra is a divine                     

instrument with the uncommon potential of arousing 

hidden consciousness. 

Thus it’s the need of the hour to launch global                       

research in this field thereby incapacitating and                       

reviving the ancient techniques and also unmasking 

the other possible areas of research in such fields 

thereby strengthening our roots and fulfilling the                         

ultimate duty of being a proud Indian. 
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